ESWELL Newsletter
July 2021
Dear ESWELL customer,
With this newsletter, I want to inform you about all
news from ESWELL during the past six months as
well as some information about what will come in
the remaining six months of the year.

Updated brochures
As announced in our last newsletter, we made an update of our brochure with mattresses for
operating tables from Trumpf. With this update, all mattresses for the new PST300 and PST500
operating tables were included as well as mattresses for the new universal adapter.
We just finalized the latest update and now mattresses for the new Ophtalmology Adapter are included.

Ophthalmology adapter
Item no.

Description

Colour

Size: L x W x H i mm

228975

Mattress ophthalmology
adapter

Black

360 x 545 x 100

228976

Mattress ophthalmology
adapter

Blue

360 x 545 x 100
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Furthermore, we decided to combine the mattresses for the seat section for the TruSystem 7500 H
U14 and TS7000 H U14, as they are similar. So, in the future we will just use the below two art. no.

Seat

TruSystem 7500 H U14

Item no.

Description

Colour

Size: L x W x H i mm

229679

Mattress for
seat section

Black

727 x 545 x 100

229680

Mattress for
seat section

Blue

727 x 545 x 100

The updated brochures is already available on our website www.eswell.eu for download. If you
need printed copies, just let us know.

Modified ESWELL logo
As part of the ongoing label update (see below), we also decided to modify our ESWELL logo to
bring it more in sync with our Simonsen & Weel logo. Therefore, in the future our logo will look
like this:

ESWELL
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Update: New Medical Device Regulation
The deadline for the new Medical Device Regulation (MDR 2017/745), which replaced the existing
Medical Device Directive (MDD 93/42/EEC), has now passed and all new products produced are
now with the new labels.
In the last minute, we decided also to include the production date on the labels and updated the
ESWELL logo.

ESWELL

Head pad prone position 70
REF 249097
Simonsen & Weel A/S
Vejlegaardsvej 59
2665 Vallensbaek Strand
Denmark
2021-05-25

Made in Poland
LOT 21052567903
(01) 05712855000269
(10) 21052567903
(11) 210525

Delivery times during summer and in general
As some of you might have noticed, our delivery times are currently longer than they used to be.
Like many other branches, we are also experiencing a shortage in materials and very long delivery
times from our sub-suppliers. We hope and expect that this situation will improve during the second
half of 2021, but until then we hope for your patience and understanding.
In addition to the above, the production will be closed for three weeks in July. Therefore, also
here you can expect longer delivery times.

International exhibitions
If you are planning to participate at a congress/exhibition/meeting in your country, where you
think that the participation of ESWELL could make a difference, let me know. I can join you at
the exhibition and take with me our pressure-imaging system in order to show how pressure
changes when placing patients in different positions.
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